UNSC
HONORABLE DELEGATES,
We are extremely excited to welcome you all to the 2019 Mid South Model United Nations
conference and the United Nations Security Council! My name is Aemal Nafis and I will be
dignifying (hopefully) the noble position of the Chair for this committee. I am a senior at Rhodes
College, and a International Studies and Political Science bridge major from Madison, Mississippi.
My hobbies include cuddling with my cat, Nala, binging on the Daily Show, and eating food that is
not mine so I can have more. Last year, I chaired the United Nations Security Council with a
stimulating and dedicated group of peers who contributed to an exhilarating experience. Because
this is the Security Council, your co-chair and I expect an ambitious group of diplomats and will
work to create another explosive but productive experience in which we will tackle, navigate, and
solve some of the most challenging issues that exist in our world today. Your decisions and
diplomatic efforts will contribute to the outcomes this committee produces through the course of
the conference. So, come prepared and plan accordingly, because your actions will have
consequences that will penetrate the global community.

Let me know if you need anything before the conference.

Best,

AEMAL NAFIS
nafaf-19@rhodes.edu
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NI GE R DE LTA O IL C RI S IS
ABSTRACT
The Niger Delta Oil Crisis is a multi-dimensional conflict that has materialized into a dire
humanitarian crisis. Thousands of civilians have been injured and killed by violence incited by youth
gangs, militant groups, and political officials. Oil exploration projects by the national government
and international companies over the past 60 years that has resulted in economic instability and
environmental devastation creates a hostile climate and stimulates a siege mentality within the
residents of the region. As one of the most potent organs of the United Nations, the Security
Council has the responsibility of promoting peace and security in regions of conflict. The crisis in
the Niger Delta demands full attention and an immediate response from the Security Council. It
also requires an environment in which all parties involved can come together and cooperate to
bring about economic diversity, policies that protect the environment, and the establishment of
developmental projects and social services in the impoverished region

Although the Niger Delta Oil Crisis is one that spans decades, it has recently evolved into a
topic of international dispute due to its multi-faceted nature. Repercussions of this crisis include
environmental disaster, an increase in gang membership, militant insurgency, financial exploitation,
extreme poverty, health issues, and human rights abuses. The Niger Delta was once a thriving
ecological landscape with numerous islands, marshlands, and rainforests. After serving as a major
source of oil extraction for 60 years for the government and international oil companies, the Delta
has become one of the most environmentally and economically impaired regions on the African
continent.
Nigeria serves as Africa’s second biggest economy. A major portion of Nigeria’s GDP and
more than 90% of the profit of its exports come from the country’s oil production. With a
production rate of about 2.5 million barrels of oil per day, Nigeria stands as Africa’s largest
producer of oil. The Niger Delta produces 50% of the country’s crude oil exports and about 95% of
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its natural gas exports. Despite its status as the engine of Nigeria’s economy, the Delta serves as a
vivid representation of a severely impoverished and underdeveloped region. For example, less than
30% of people in this region are able to access clean water, and the Delta has become a hotbed
for AIDS and HIV. Lack of health care facilities, schools, an unemployment rate of 26%, and
crumbling infrastructure are just some of the many problems the Delta’s people have to endure on
a daily basis. This creates a generally dismal lifestyle that fuels a siege mentality for the region’s
nearly 30 million residents.
Although many developmental agencies, private organizations, and oil companies have
worked to alleviate the social and economic obstacles in the region, their efforts have proven
futile. Competition over oil resources between international oil companies and political parties
continue to plague the Delta region. Thus, many people, especially the youth, view violence and
conflict as the only method to reclaim their authority over the oil. Examples of tactics gangs and
militant groups have used to sabotage oil production include blowing up pipelines, pillaging
villages, kidnapping oil workers, and taking foreign captives hostage. These tactics disrupt the
economy by spiking oil prices and impeding agricultural productivity due to low soil quality from the
destruction of oil groundwork. Additionally, they produce obstacles to international diplomacy and
investments from foreign companies. Unfortunately, the ones who suffer the most in the crossfire
between political organizations and militant groups are the locals of the Delta region. Innocent
lives are regularly injured and lost. Devastation of entire communities has resulted in internally
displaced populations in the Delta and Nigeria. Because of these security concerns, about 7 million
children are prevented from completing their education. As a result, this further obstructs the
country’s social and economic development.
The Niger Delta Crisis is fueled by multiple factors, but the one that dominates all other
factors is inadequate governance at the local and national levels. Countless discriminatory policies
prevent common people from participating in the process of creating laws and rules, and
corruption runs rampant at all levels of the government. The Delta’s population continues to feel
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ignored and neglected by the government because although the region’s supply of oil produces
substantial profits, the region’s people see very little of it. Additionally, there is a widespread
concern that many political officials and entities underhandedly support youth gangs in the Delta,
especially in places where local residents disagree with their political agendas. This has become
evident from the repeated exposure of members of the Nigerian military and police force supplying
armaments and ammunition to gangs across the region.
Of all the problems that result from the Niger Delta Crisis, environmental disaster is the
most critical. Accidents from companies’ oil exploration projects and sabotage of the resource by
gangs have resulted in oil spills, gas flares, and oil pollution that have wreaked havoc on the
agriculture and resources integral to the survival of the Delta’s population, such as water and air.
Additionally, the national government has failed to implement policies to protect the people from
environmental hazards. This is due not only to the corruption in the government, but also because
the Delta region is heavily reliant on the oil and natural gas industry and has yet to diversify its
economy. Thus, policies that would impede financial gains are highly unpopular. People in the
region who do not work in oil extraction are employed by small businesses that pay low wages.
Because quality of life in the Delta is nominal, people are inclined to join gangs and participate in
prostitution in order to boost their livelihood. The increase in violence and unhealthy practices has
increased the population’s exposure to HIV/AIDS, and women and girls are the predominant
victims of the disease.
One of the primary roles of the Security Council is to promote peace and security for
civilian in times of crisis and enforce humanitarian law in places suffering from its absence. It is up
to the Security Council to negotiate and cooperate with all parties that are involved in the Niger
Delta Crisis including gangs, militant groups, local residents, political entities, in order to
immediately address the needs of the civilians caught in the crossfire of the violence and chaos.
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SY R I AN CO N FLI CT
THE CONFLICT'S ORIGINS
An Arab Nationalists paradise, Syria has always stood as a beacon of pride in
Arabism and Arab unity. Due to Syria’s large oil reserves and political proximity with Russia,
it has always been able to maintain a degree of independence from the West and work
towards its own path, which has often been wrought with war with Israel and conflict
within its various ethnic groups. Syria has repeatedly shown that whatever relative peace
existed both between its ethnic groups had always been temporary, and this has been
made very clear through the uprisings and political strife that has plagued the 70 years of
Syrian independence thus far. Seventy years of military dictatorships and deprivation of
political freedoms had meant that most Syrians wanted stability and liberty, and their
various organizations were more than willing to fight for it. This means that the Syrian civil
war that erupted in 2011 was less of a surprising conflict, and far more of the simple result
of years of frustration and suffering.
The civil war itself has been one of the most bloody and consequential conflicts in
the Middle East in contemporary times. While it is best known in the West as the rise of the
Islamic State in the Levant (or DA3SH, as it is known in Arabic), the war has also been
notable for the rise of a plethora of armies and militias fighting for a litany of causes.
While some rose to support secularism and democracy, others rose for Islamism and Islamic
Socialism. Throughout the conflict groups and risen and fallen, but the three most
dominant fighting forces have always been the Syrian Democratic Forces, the Syrian Arab
Army, and the Islamic State. While the conflict began a three way war, considerable gains
from the Syrian Arab Army and the eventual fall of the Islamic State has meant that the
end of the conflict is in sight, but a democratic and free Syria is unlikely to be the result.
With the rebuilding of major cities beginning, the most pressing issue remains the
continued security of both major lines of transport (of supplies for construction and food/
water) from the West and the other nations of the Middle East. The threats from the Islamic
State are all but gone, but there remains the Syrian Democratic Forces and their Kurish
allies who still fight against the Syrian regime. While there is a certainty of continued
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violence between the SDF and the Syrian Arab Army, there is a chance that a peace deal
can be reached between these two parties. The last major issue to resolve is likely the
place of other nations in resolving this conflict. While most nations have resolved to only
send aid to Syria in the form of food and currency, several nations have resolved to take
the issue into their own hands, most notably Russia, the USA, and Turkey. Russia and the
USA have undergone extensive bombing campaigns, with significant civilian casualties
arising directly as a result. There has yet to be any sort of moratorium on the continuation
of these bombings.
Turkey has gone a different path, launching operation “Euphrates Shield” and
invading a small portion of Syria (near their border), for the purposes of “securing” it
against threats from either Syrian faction. While their work so far has led to great
humanitarian aid being spread and security in the region, questions have been raised
about the true intention of the Turkish occupation. Increasingly Turkish flags and large
billboards and posters of the Turkish president, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, have arisen in public
areas in the cities under their influence in Northern Syria. Afrin, the city currently formally
occupied by Turkey, has been the center of this occupation, and has become a hotspot for

refugees fleeing from Syria. While many suspect that Turkey has taken this land for it to
serve as a focal point for Kurds leaving Turkey, the vast majority of immigration has been
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from Arabs. As the city of Afrin, and it’s many various refugee camps around it, grow, it is a
mystery both why Turkey has taken it and what will become of it.
While these issues may seem daunting, it is important to remember that Syria is
more than a war game. Millions have fled Syria, and hundreds of thousands have lost their
lives. The destruction of Syria has been great, but thanks to international support, there is a
great potential for a peaceful and politically free Syria, given that the international
community continues to work for this goal. Diplomacy and cooperation are just as
important as, if not more important, than armed soldiers and war strategy. Consider these
facts as you debate and create resolutions. The fate of a land as old as time itself, and
those who call it home, rests on your shoulders. Good luck!

THE CURRENT STATE
Syria a damaged land. The largest cities, still Aleppo and Damascus (Halab and
Dimashq in Arabic), remain the two largest cities, although the former (Aleppo) has lost
much of its pre-war 4 million person population. Industry and life is beginning to flourish in
these cities and their suburbs, although this is likely due to both of them being government
controlled.The two cities are still vulnerable to attacks from terrorists, which would
certainly serve to limit their resurgence. The rebels, who are now reduced to Kurdish
majority militias, are fighting primarily for the defence of their homes and operate on a
very local basis. Furthermore, their international support has dwindled due to the rapid
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success of the Syrian military, and it is unlikely that they will find any sympathy amongst
their former EU and NATO allies. With rebel land becoming smaller and smaller, it is unlikely
that they will be defending anything more than the thin strip of land between.

GOALS
The singular goal of this body is to find someway to ensure long standing peace in
Syria, on the best possible terms for the Syrian people. There is no doubt that individual
nations will seek to continue the violence in Syria, and it is the role of this body to prevent
their actions from succeeding.
More specifically, the goals of this body are to secure peace in Syria through
establishing a level of international autonomy from which the Syrian republic can govern
itself. This will likely be through no fly zones for the remainder of the war, or some other
moratorium.
While peacekeepers could be deployed to Syria, it is unlikely that the Syrian
government will take well to them, and could very well spark yet another conflict.
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SOURCES TO CONSIDER

High quality, internationally trusted
BBC timeline of Syrian history - https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-14703995
BBC background on Aleppo - https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/38303230
Live map of Syrian factions and territories - https://syria.liveuamap.com/
Economist Overview of Missile Strikes in Syria - https://www.economist.com/united-states/
2018/04/14/america-britain-and-france-strike-syria
Rebuilding of Syria - https://www.economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2018/06/28/how-avictorious-bashar-al-assad-is-changing-syria
British based observatory for Syrian human rights - http://www.syriahr.com/en/
More partisan, trust less
Al-Jazeera, Qatari Based International News Source - https://www.aljazeera.com/
Haaretz, Israeli Based International News Source - https://www.haaretz.com/
Al-Arabiya, Saudi Based International News Source - https://english.alarabiya.net/
iranDaily, Iranian Government News Source - http://www.iran-daily.com/

NOTE: It is inadvisable to trust, but not verify, the regional news sources above. While they may be
more in depth and faster updated than the British and American sources, they tend to skew to
prefer their country’s interests
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